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       1 Squad (v1.1) Motorized and Mechanized Combat Doctrine and Tactics Guide Written and edited by hellopeople9 - Please use https://squad.gamepedia.com/Squad_Wiki for further reference 2 Author’s Note To begin, I would like to state that I am writing this because I love this game and community, but I have seen one too many squandered tanks and 1-man-locked armored squads during my playtime. As such, I have decided to write this guide, which I intend to serve as a introduction to vehicle-based combat in Squad, with lessons and strategies for a variety of ground-vehicles and tactical situations. The large scope of this guide means that much information will be useful, but there will be a lack of information for any one specific reticle, weapon system, or vehicle.Also, because of my standardization standards regarding the information grouping, there may be some rare unnoted “exceptions to the rule”. I am not current, former (nor future) military, and this guide has been tabulated with information from both publicly available real-world doctrine and personal+community experience. While this is an introductory guide, absolute first-time players who are new to mil-sim gaming or Squad should not be running vehicles. This guide is not made for the free-weekender; there is an expectation that the reader has a basic understanding of gamemode rules, infantry mechanics, military terminology, and the in-game command structure. Table of Contents 5………………………………………….……….Vehicle Identification Guide 6………………….………………..….Vehicle Identification: Logistics Vehicles 6……………………..…………...…..Vehicle Identification: Scout/Light Attack 7………………………………...…....Vehicle Identification: AT Scout Vehicles 8…………………………..….....……Vehicle Identification: APC/Wheeled IFV 9....……………….....…Vehicle Identification: Tracked APC/Anti-Air Vehicles 10..………………………………...………...Vehicle Identification: Tracked IFV 12………………………………....…..Vehicle Identification: Main Battle Tanks 13...…………………...……………………...Vehicle Identification: Helicopters 13…..…………...…..……..Weapon Systems in the Combat Environment 13…………………...……...……………..Weapon Systems: Infantry Firearms 14………………………………………...….Weapon Systems: Light Anti-Tank 15………………...………………...……...Weapon Systems: Heavy Anti-Tank 15...………………….…….Weapon Systems: Mines and Planted Explosives 16…………………..……….Weapon Systems: Large Caliber Fire/APC Guns 3 17……………………………………........…...Weapon Systems: IFV Cannons 18…………………………...…..Weapon Systems: Anti-Tank Guided Missiles 19…..………………………………………….Weapon Systems: MBT Cannon 20……………………………………....……..Weapon Systems: 40mm Smoke 20……………………………..………….Weapon Systems: Smoke Generator 20…………………………....……………………..Weapon Systems: Airstrikes 21……………………………....…………………..Vehicle Systems Overview 21………………………..…………..Vehicle Systems: Crewmen and Vehicles 22……………………...…………………...Vehicle Systems: The Radial Menu 23……………….………..Vehicle Systems: Damage to Vehicle Components 24…………………………....……….Vehicle Systems: Repairing with Toolkits 25……..……………………….Vehicle Systems: Repairing at Repair Stations 25…………………………………….....Vehicle Systems: The Vehicle Display 26………………………………....……………….Crewmember Role: Driving 26…………………………………………………….....Driving: Orienting Armor 27………………………………………………………..Driving: Choosing Paths 27…………………………………………………….…….Driving: Cresting Hills 27………………………………………………....Driving: Using the Handbrake 27…………………………………………………..….Driving: RPMs and Gears 28…...…………………………………………...Driving: Situational Awareness 28…………………………………………………………....….Driving: Call-Outs 28…………………………………………....…..Crewmember Role: Gunning 28………………………………………..……………………..Gunning: Ranging 29………………………………………...………...Gunning: Identifying Targets 29………………………………………………………..Gunning: Orienting Gun 29...………………………………………………...Gunning: Loading and Firing 30…………………………………………………...………...Gunning: Call-Outs 30……………………………………...…..Crewmember Role: Commanding 30…………………………………………..Commanding: Commander as a SL 31.……………………………………………Commanding: Using the 3rd Seat 31…………………………………………....Commanding: Using the 2nd Seat 32……………..Commanding: Communicating and Synthesizing Information 4 33………………………………………………………...Commanding: Planning 33…………………………….…………….Commanding: After-Action-Reports 33……………………………………………....Tactical Importance of Terrain 33………………………………………………………...………...Terrain: Roads 34………………………………………………………………....Terrain: Bridges 34………………………………………………….…………...Terrain: Riverbeds 35………………..………………….Terrain: Tundra and Thick Wooded Forest 36……………………………………………..……..Terrain: Forested Mountain 37……...……………………………………...Terrain: Scrubland/Patchy Forest 37………………………………………….….Terrain: Desert Hills/Sand Dunes 38……………………………………………………….....Terrain: Aird Farmland 39…………………………………………………………………...Terrain: Fields 40..…………………………………………………...Terrain: Small Compounds 41...………………………………………………..Terrain: Medium Compounds 42…………………….………..Terrain: Large Compounds (Towns and Cities) 43….……………………….Vehicle Positioning and Enemy Engagements 43..………………….Positioning and Engagements: Cover vs. Concealment 43..………………….….Positioning and Engagements: Using Ground Cover 44..………………………...….Positioning and Engagements: Escape Routes 44..………………...…………….Positioning and Engagements: Line of Sight 44..……………...…….Positioning and Engagements: Rules of Engagement 45..……………….……….Positioning and Engagements: Enemy Awareness 45..………….….Positioning and Engagements: Friendly Armor and Infantry 46..…..Positioning and Engagements: Defending Friendly Objectives/HABs 46…...….Positioning and Engagements: Attacking Enemy Objectives/HABs 47..………………………...Positioning and Engagements: Returning to Base 48…………………………………………………………………….Conclusions 5 Vehicle Identification Guide As of release v1.1, there are approx. 39 vehicles -also known as “vics”- in game, each of which are unique in handling and weapon systems. To be a truly effective vehicle squad, you should be able to identify every vehicle in-game, and have a knowledge-base with which you can reference weapon-systems, armor efficacy, and maneuverability. Spending time in the training range will help familiarize yourself with vehicle appearance (for mid-combat target identification), audio (for aural identification of vehicles) weapon/optical systems (to minimize missed shots) and maneuverability (for position-based strategic decisions). Additionally, any vehicle crew should know the composition of friendly and enemy armor on the battlefield. This can be done easily in game by checking the button seen below, which can be accessed during the respawn screen or by pressing “enter” on your keyboard when alive. This will bring up a list of friendly and enemy armor as well as their associated ticket values and deploy/respawn times. 6 Logistical Vehicles: Logistical vehicles, or “Logis” provide ammo and build points to Forward Operating Bases (FOBs), which are necessary to resupply infantry and emplacements as well as build critical combat structures. These vehicles are often taken by infantry-only squads and have zero weapon systems. Additionally, soldiers inside cannot use their small arms, meaning they provide zero threat and are good targets for all forces, including heavy and light armor as well as infantry. Killing an enemy logi is a surefire way to be combat effective, as it usually ensures you have prevented the establishment or resupply of enemy FOBs, as well as cost the enemy tickets. There are also transport vehicles which can carry troops and a heavily reduced amount of ammo (no build) and cannot be used to make a FOB. Other than that, they are functionally the same. On the map, logis can be identified by this marker in white (friendly) or red (enemy). Transport icons are shaped the same but have no such ammo marker: Scout/Light Attack: Scout vehicles are maneuverable vehicles equipped with lighter armor, which sacrifice defense at the benefit of speed and handling. Scout vehicles include the BDRM-2 scout car, MATV, and Tigr, among others. 7 Scout vehicles should not be kept in one place for too long, as they are weak and can be knocked out by enemy infantry. Given their maneuverability, they are especially effective for driving quickly to scout enemy positions while avoiding enemy fire. Scout vehicles that are equipped with machine guns can be very effective in engaging enemy squads, but may need to retreat quickly to avoid being encircled or taking too much fire. Many scout vehicles have tires that can be popped by enemy fire as well. With a high maneuverability, low ticket cost, and light armor, scout vehicles are good additions to heavier armor (orbiting around and providing enemy markers) or adjunct to infantry squads as a force multiplier, however care should be taken to when such vehicles are used. Scout vehicles can go off-road on bumpy terrain easily, and -as long as trees and walls are avoided- there are many routes in unexpected locations to be found. Scout vehicles should not attack emplaced positions or enemy vehicles (unless engaging open-top vehicles) when possible, but can be very effective in spotting enemies and providing accurate fire over a longer distance than infantry, usually with a higher magnification, higher power, and more stable weapon than infantry. Scout vehicles can be identified on the map by this icon: AT Scout Vehicles: Some scout vehicles make use of their maneuverability in a different manner: by making use of anti-tank(AT) weapons, also known as “armor/tank killers”. While AT weapon systems will be addressed in the weapon systems sections, these vehicles have the ability to place an AT system effectively wherever the scout vehicle can get to. This is 8 useful as a quick way to prevent enemy armor from occupying certain terrain by placing a AT scout vehicle on a sightline of the area, or can be used as a quick-response vehicle to quickly flank and destroy enemy armor that has been located or distracted. AT scout vehicles can be identified on the map by this icon: Armored Personnel Carriers/Wheeled Infantry Fighting Vehicles: Armored Personnel Carriers (APCs), also known as “light armor” or “wheeled armor” are distinguished by their large troop carrying capacity, high-rpm machineguns, and wheeled maneuvering systems. Some Infantry Fighting Vehicles have wheels and more powerful weapons systems. For the sake of homologation, they will be addressed in this section. APCs/Wheeled IFVs include the BTR-80/82, M1126 “Stryker”, and LAV 8.0 to name a few. APCs are very capable and combat effective vehicles when employed correctly. APCs feature heavier armor than Scout Vehicles which allow them to remain combat effective after being engaged by enemy infantry or enemy light armor. Their heavier armor does come at a cost of maneuverability, but they can still go off-road with ease and find good firing positions to engage enemies. The lighter weapons on the APCs preclude them from engaging heavier, tracked, armor, but they are extremely effective anti-infantry weapons, and can be used to effectively engage enemy spawn points (HABs), light armor/unarmed vehicles, and sometimes enemy APCs. Given the high number of APCs and IFVs in the game, they match up against one-another differently, and as-such, certain vehicles may not want 9 to engage enemy armor unless they attack a weak point or assisted by friendly forces. One way to determine the “balance” between APCs is to see how many of each are given to the teams at round-start. If your team has 3 BTR-82s while the enemies have 2 LAV 8.0s, then it is likely that a BTR-82 will not stack up in a 1-1 engagement without other affecting factors. APCs are unable to effectively damage enemy heavy armor, yet can be destroyed very quickly, making extremely easy targets. When you are aware that heavy armor is near, be very cautious or entirely reposition a couple hundred meters away. Driving your light armor into enemy heavy armor is a bad strategy and waste of tickets. APCs large carrying capacity and maneuverability also make them great troop transports, allowing for the quick repositioning of an entire friendly squad while being resistant (not impervious) to enemy infantry contact. APCs (top) and Wheeled IFVs (bottom) can be identified on the map by these icons: Tracked APCs and Anti-Air Vehicles: A strange sub-type within Squad vehicle classes are these two vehicle categories. Tracked APCs feature much heavier armor yet retain the lighter weapon systems of their wheeled counterparts. Tracked APCs lose their maneuverability yet don’t trade it for force multiplication, meaning 10 they are not usually as combat effective. Their higher armor make them more useful as troop transports, but the slow speed prevents them from reaching a velocity where they are difficult to be hit by enemy infantry weapons. Anti-Air(AA) vehicles are vehicles within Squad that have heavy armor (with the exception of the ZU-23, which is an unarmored truck) and open-top anti-air cannons that fire light shells at a high rpm. These cannons lack capable optical systems making them difficult to aim, and their open-top nature make AA gunners very susceptible to infantry fire. Once the gunner is dead, the vehicle is rendered combat ineffective until someone else gets in. Additionally, they are slow and handle poorly, making it difficult to avoid projectiles. Unsurprisingly, these weapons do excel at destroying enemy helicopters and can be effective at sub-150m ranges engaging infantry and light armor, but the open-top nature of the guns neuter their combat efficacy. Any engagement where the enemies are able to return fire is likely to end in the death of the gunner. Tracked APCs (left) and AA (right) vehicles can be identified with these markers on the map: Tracked Infantry Fighting Vehicles: Tracked Infantry Fighting Vehicles (IFVs) are not named for their intended target, but the people inside them. In fact, IFVs are capable of engaging all types of armor, from enemy infantry to Main Battle Tanks. Tracked IFVs are distinguishable by 11 their tracked maneuvering systems, heavier cannons (20-40mm) that retain the high-rpm fire, heavier armor, and equipped anti-tank guided missiles, which can be used to effectively engage enemy IFVs and MBTs. Some Tracked IFVs are the BMP-2, M2A3 “Bradley” (sometimes incorrectly called “Bulldogs”, which are actually British tracked APCs) and the FV510. IFVs fit into “heavy armor”, and should be used to engage enemy heavy armor, enemy HABs, and -when those two priorities are not active- anything else it sees. Given their slower speed, IFVs must be very purposeful in their positioning. Because of their larger size and limited driver visibility, IFVs really struggle in difficult terrain. IFVs can and should go off-road in areas of flat terrain and to reach effective-firing positions, but cannot go up steep slopes (or atleast, not quickly and likely throwing the turret off of any targets). Any IFV that isn’t next to a road should take care to position themselves such that they can easily reposition without wasting time turning around or getting stuck on obstacles if they take fire. IFVs are not as strong as MBTs, but can survive multiple shots from enemy infantry AT weapons, 1 ATGM without being “instakilled” (unlike light armor), and multiple shots from an enemy IFV cannon. This means that -as long as they return fire and eliminate the target without sustaining too much damage-, an IFV can remain combat effective even after sustaining some damage without having to resupply and repair at a repair station (something that takes longer because of the heavier armor). As tracked vehicles, they can become “tracked”. The effects of being “tracked” are discussed in the MBT summary. Similar to APCs, IFVs can effectively 1-1 engage enemy IFVs sometimes, depending on the mix of vehicles. Certain IFVs will win out in a 1-1 battle, and you can check the ticket cost/respawn time to get a sense of balance. The Tracked IFV can be distinguished by this marker on the map: 12 Main Battle Tanks: Main Battle Tanks (MBTs) are where the “firepower-maneuverability” dichotomy falls apart. As vehicles go, these are the kings of the battlefield, as represented by their high ticket cost and respawn time. Due to this, on some maps their spawn is delayed by 15-20 minutes. Tanks are distinguished by their tracked maneuvering systems, extremely heavy armor, surprising maneuverability, and their high-caliber (100mm+), main cannon which can heavily damage IFVs, “instakill” light armor, and deal massive damage to enemy structures. MBTs include the M1A1 “Abrams”, the T-72, and the 2A6M “Leopard”. MBTs are equipped with the heaviest of armor, being able to survive over 10 shots of enemy infantry AT fire, 1 shot from a tank cannon, 1 ATGM, and are not effectively damaged by enemy IFV or APC fire (it goes without saying that discharging small arms at a tank is not just useless, but a death-sentence). Despite MBTs high armor, they also carry the largest target on their backs (rewarding the most firepower and ticket loss upon a successful kill) and can be “tracked” by 1 or 2 shots of enemy infantry AT fire at the tank tracks, destroying them and rendering the tank effectively immoble until someone repairs the track. When MBTs are “tracked”, they are especially vulnerable to coordinated AT fire, either from an enemy MBT and IFV or an enemy airstrike. It is often a central objective mid-game to “kill the enemy tank”. Given they are equipped with ATGMs similar to the IFVs, they should prioritize killing enemy heavy armor and then engaging light armor, enemy HABs, and then enemy infantry. Tanks can be maneuvered into many areas, but should take care not to think themselves invulnerable. MTBs that get overly aggressive without proper infantry support can become surrounded by infantry and tracked, dying early and wasting tickets and firepower. MBTs can be distinguished by this icon on the map: 13 Helicopters: Helicopters flying will not be covered in this guide, however as a vehicle crew it is important to understand how they fit into the larger tactical space as a combat asset. Helicopters can be effectively engaged by APC and IFV weapons with a high rpm, and when stationary can be engaged by slower firing cannons or infantry AT weaponry. Helicopters currently only serve as flying logistics vehicles capable of ferrying troops around and armed only with large-caliber firearms (with poor optical systems, from a moving target, and with some lag) and are essentially zero threat to anyone, other than a lucky shot injuring infantry. Helicopters do not provide a great ticket cost, but are important targets because they can deny a FOB placement/resupply or infantry movement. It is common practice for vehicles and infantry to attempt to determine enemy helicopter landing positions for intel of enemy FOBs and troop locations. Weapon Systems in the Combat Environment Vehicles in Squad are outfitted with a variety of combat weapons which will affect the targets you engage, the tactical decisions you must make as a crew, and where you position yourself. While there are easily over 80 individual weapon systems, many of them fall into a couple of categories which will be covered here: Infantry Firearms: Bullets fired from infantry assault rifles (known as “small arms”) and light machine guns (including the coaxial guns on IFVs and MBTs) are the most common type of fire, and may engage even the heaviest of armor from rambo-type infantry 14 players. Because there are no infantry firearms above a rifle caliber, these rounds can only damage light vehicle wheels and open top gunners. Directly on armor, however, small arms fire is ineffective. While small arms can be surprising when coming out of nowhere, it should only be treated as an acknowledgement that you have been spotted and does not constitute a need for re-positioning unless you are a scout vehicle. Infantry Light Anti-Tank: The Light Anti-Tank(LAT) infantry kit is available to squads of infantry players. The LAT gunner will be equipped with some sort of shoulder fired explosive designed to penetrate armor and damage vehicle components. LAT is very dangerous to Scout Vehicles, hence their “shoot and scoot” doctrine. APCs can also be very susceptible to LAT, which can take 40-60% of an APCs health, or destroy a vehicle system entirely. IFV armor can withstand 4 shots of LAT, however LAT can easily still damage IFV vehicle systems, making it hard to return fire or retreat. When your crew spots light anti-tank on the battlefield and they know about your location, you should engage them before other infantry. LAT and HAT can be identified by their silhouette featuring a long tubular-shaped AT launcher. You should always take care to mind where infantry is and could be on the battlefield, ignoring the extremely-common LAT is a vital miss during your risk assessments. That being said, any APC or IFV can survive 1 shot of LAT -which is enough to make you aware of their presence and decide how best to respond-. Additionally, factors such as your speed, cover or concealment, combatant distance, and combatant training may very well cause LAT to miss. The sound of a LAT rocket is unmistakable in its report, which should alert your whole crew. 15 Infantry Heavy Anti-Tank: Large infantry squads gain access to specialist roles, one of which is the Heavy Anti-Tank(HAT) kit. The HAT kit is no functionally different to the LAT, it is carried by infantry and should be targeted before small-arms bearing units. HAT units are far less common and many untrained HAT units miss their first shot, prompting a vehicle relocation. HAT deals significantly more damage than LAT, so infantry-awareness will be especially important for APCs who can be almost entirely killed by a HAT. Anti-Tank Mines and Planted Explosives: Perhaps the most annoying weapon on the battlefield, mines are pressure-sensitive weapons placed and buried by an engineer infantry. Mines do not discern between faction, so friendly mines should be avoided (even when they are placed annoyingly in your path). Mines can be distinguished by this icon on the map: Mines can deal enough damage to “instakill” light vehicles, and will deal enough damage to APCs (and the mine-resistant Scout Vehicles) to force a repair and destroy the wheels. Mines will deal approximately 30-40% damage to IFVs and will likely destroy a track, however the track can be repaired and the vehicle need not repair if it was full health. Mines can be difficult to spot, so the driver should be looking while driving, however it is very common for a fast-moving vehicle focused on other targets to entirely miss a buried mine. Driving near (but not on) the road is one way to avoid mines, especially if this is a tactic you believe is being employed close to your location. 16 Planted explosives covers a range of infantry-deployed explosives (including IEDs and C4) that can be placed on, near, or under vehicles. To do so, the engineer must approach within 5 feet of the vehicle, so this is only a risk if you are close to infantry. One way to avoid falling victim to a planted explosive is not remaining stationary for too long -something that light armor should be doing anyway-. Planted explosives deal a similar amount of damage to mines. It should also be noted that the current balance encourages this strategy to be employed far more frequently by the insurgent faction, so vehicle crews should be more weary of IEDs and mines when playing on maps against insurgents. A  dditionally, some players will place IEDs on vehicles, known as a Vehicle-Based Improvised Explosive Device (VBIED), and drive them into their targets, which can be used to limited effect, however engaging the vehicle before it reaches ~100ft can prevent any damage. APC and Large Caliber Bullet Fire: Infantry emplaced weapons and wheeled APC guns can destroy wheels of wheeled vehicles, can heavily damage scout vehicles, and can -with sustained fire- damage lighter wheeled APC armor. If you are engaged with APC fire as an IFV or MBT, you should only take it as an acknowledgement that you have been spotted and can ignore it otherwise. For heavy armor, HMG fire is not a reason to reposition or retreat. Wheeled APC guns have magazines and must be reloaded. If the gunner feels that they will need more rounds before reloading yet have not expended the previous magazine, the reload key can be pressed earlier to “cycle” to a new magazine, useful if the vehicle is moving to an area with many targets. The ammo count can be inferred based on the color of the magazine similar to the infantry magazine mechanics. Sustained fire will overheat the weapon system, whereupon the weapon will not fire despite the primary mouse button being pressed and 17 the magazine being full. To avoid this, using controlled bursts can be more effective for thermal management. IFV Cannon Fire: IFVs are equipped with 20-30mm high-rpm cannons. These weapon systems have multiple shell types, and are a serious threat to everything but MBTs. Any wheeled vehicle should immediately return fire and retreat to a different position, as the IFV cannon can kill within 10-20 shots and shoots quickly. Many scout and unarmed vehicles can be killed within a number of shots under 10. IFV cannons can also be used to devastating effect against enemy HABs and structures. Tracked IFVs that take cannon fire should return fire and determine whether or not a retreat/reposition is necessary based on combat factors. Ideally, you are not engaging a vehicle your “equal” in a 1-1 fight. If the combat situation factors (terrain, enemy/friendly firepower, current vehicle health) overpower you, retreat and reposition instead of dying in a “blaze of glory” and a waste of tickets. IFV cannons can lightly damage MBTs, but there is no practical situation where this should be done, as it will only draw fire and IFV armor is no match for the Tank cannon. IFV cannons have similar reloading and overheating mechanics to the APC guns due to their similarly high rpm. IFV cannons also come with two types of ammunition that can be loaded and fired: -AP/APT/APDS/APFSDS/HEAT (armor piercing/anti-tank) which is used to engage enemy APCs, IFVs, and can be used to engage scout vehicles or logis, especially if it is already equipped and your crew spots it moving quickly and you react by firing. AP should not be used to engage enemy structures or infantry, as it does not do nearly as much area-of-effect damage. As with all ammo types, any ammo can engage any target if it is all you have. 18 -HE/HET/HEF/F (high explosive/fragmentation) which is used to engage enemy infantry groups (or individual infantry when quick reaction is needed, such as at close range), and enemy emplacements/HABs/ structures. HE should only engage enemy vehicles when AP is not available. Anti-Tank Guided Missiles: Anti-Tank Guided Missiles (ATGMs), also known as “TOWs” are wire-guided missiles that can be controlled by the operator to deliver a payload across a vast distance (900m+ in some maps). ATGMs must be reloaded every time after firing, and take many seconds (15+) to reload. ATGMs are equipped on IFVs, MBTs, AT Scout Vehicles, and can be on Infantry Emplacements. Delivering massive damage and unparalleled penetration, ATGMs should ONLY be used to engage enemy armor, due to their long reload time and low shot capacity. ATGM operators should prioritize enemy heavy armor, as 2 ATGMs can kill any IFV or MBT. ATGMs long range and zero “bullet drop” also mean that they can be used to engage light armor at distance. Because the projectile is a larger, guided, missile, there is a minimum arming distance of 40m, and any missiles that impact closer will do zero damage, there is also a short delay between the operator firing and the missile exiting. The operator must keep their reticle on their target the entire time, as the missile will stray off course if the reticle moves. This means the missile can be used to track moving targets, but the characteristics make it best used only when you have a concrete, long-range shot. Additionally, this weapon cannot be fired while its operator is moving, as it is almost impossible for the operator to react in time to this movement and keep the reticle on target. When you are moving and intend to use an ATGM, make the decision to stop where you are and fire, or wait to reposition so you can fire from a better sightline or more cover. Do not waste an ATGM by firing early while the vehicle is still moving. 19 MBT Main Cannon: The MBT main cannon can be thought as analogous to the ATGM in terms of damage, dealing critical-to-”instakill” damage to everything other than IFVs and other MBTs. The MBT cannon also can be used at an extremely long range (700m+), however the gunner will have to compensate for the round dropping. It is recommended that ones first shot -assuming it is not a reactionary fire- be from the ATGM which is almost definite to hit a stationary target. The MBT can also deal critical damage to enemy structures and groups of enemy infantry. Some MBT gunners enjoy attempting shots at Helicopters (requiring a decent bit of marksmanship), however this is done only as a joke and should not be done in an effort to seriously engage helicopters. The MBT cannon fires much faster than the ATGM (allowing a much greater volume of subsequent shots), so hitting targets at range is a critical skill for a MBT gunner. If you are able to fire two subsequent shots at an enemy MBT and hit both, it is likely you will win that engagement without the need for waiting to reload an ATGM. Firing with an ATGM and then continuing with the MBT cannon (without the need to reload unless the firefight becomes extended due to missed subsequent shots) can kill enemy armor before it can even respond. The MBT cannon is equipped with two types of ammo: -AP/APT/APFSDS/APS/HEAT (armor piercing/anti-tank) which should be used to engage all wheeled and tracked armor. -HE/HET/HESH/F (high explosive/fragmentation) which should be used to engage all unarmored vehicles, infantry groups, and enemy structures. Any ammo can be used on any target if it is the only ammo you have, tank shell still go boom. 20 40mm Smoke Launcher: The 40mm smoke launcher is a support weapon available to some IFVs and MBTs. It can be fired by the gunner in the direction of their reticule and will create a quick smokescreen. While this can be a defensive tactic, you should not fire smoke reflexively as a vehicle. Smoke can occlude the view of whatever was aiming at you, but it will also make your general location far more visible, perhaps to units whose view are not occluded by the smoke. Additionally, smoke will occlude your vision and disallow you from returning fire. Smoke should only be deployed when subsequent fire is a concern (rather than just killing the engaging combatant) and you are able to quickly reposition out of the smoke and in solid cover. Sitting in the smoke will remove the effect of concealment while drawing more attention. Smoke Generator: Some vehicles are equipped with a driver-operator smoke generator that must be held down to slowly generate smoke as a slower secondary way to create a smokescreen. Similar to the 40mm smoke launcher, this should not be used reflexively as it too draws enemy attention and does not create a screen that conceals your vehicle from multiple angles. The only strategy that has been effective with driver-generated smoke has been utilizing it when only moving directly away from the engaging combatant so the smoke is generated in a straight line, however this tactic is not better than actually taking cover. Airstrikes: Airstrikes are artillery attacks called in by the team Commander (after a location is identified by a separate SL) that deal massive damage within a 21 specific area. Vehicles that are idle too long while in proximity to enemies can be marked for an Airstrike and instantly killed, including MBTs. Vehicle Systems Overview Vehicles in Squad have multiple systems that must function together for combat effectiveness. These systems include the vehicle components (turret, wheels, engine, ammo and overall health), weapons, controls, visual indicators, repairing and their tactical implications. Crewmen and Vehicles: Your vehicle crew must all be equipped with the “crewman” infantry kit to drive (seat 1), gun (seat 2), or command (seat 3) any APC, IFV, or MBT. Crewman also possess vehicle repair-kits, which are vital for doing repairs out in the field. The SL should take their corresponding “lead crewman” kit, allowing the to access the SL menu while also entering the vehicle. It should be noted that the Lead Crewman kit requires 3, instead of 1 infantry nearby to place a rally. Entering a vehicle requires your SL to claim the vehicle by entering it themselves or responding “Yes” to the vehicle claim prompt upon your request to access the vehicle. Attempting to enter a vehicle without a crewman kit will automatically place you in any passenger seats -if available- and will not request a claim from the SL. Vehicles with claims on them have the associated squad number next to their map icons, appearing as green for your squad-claimed vehicles and blue for all friendly-squad claimed vehicles. As crewman join vehicles, they will be placed in seat 1,2, and 3 (for vehicles with commander seats) on a first-come first-serve basis, so your crewmates can coordinate vehicle entry based upon the delegated positions or a crewman can intentionally enter another seat right after entering to make room for someone else. You cannot “switch” seats with another player, so you must switch to an empty seat first or leave the vehicle 22 The Radial Menu: Pressing “F” on a vehicle brings up the radial menu, seen above: Each number corresponds with a function, seen below: 1- The timer for entering/exiting a vehicle and changing seats. When the white bar has filled the circle, the transition is complete. 23 2. The button to open your resupply menu, allowing friendly units to take ammo from armor (useful for friendly LAT and HAT) 3. The button to load build supplies to the vehicle (only available on logis) as supplies are transferred the white bar fills the middle circle. 4. The button to unload build supplies from the vehicle (only available on logis) as supplies are transferred the white bar fills the middle circle. 5.The button to unload ammo supplies from the vehicle 6. The button to load ammo supplies to the vehicle 7. The button that opens the reset menu, used when a vehicle is flipped on its side or upside-down. The operator must select an angle to rest the vehicle to, and click and hold the center circle until the white bar fills it, holding LMB within the circle AND the “F” key at the same time. 8. The button to open the rearm menu, allowing you to switch to Crewman from within or next to the vehicle. 9. The number of ammo supplies currently loaded and their proportion of the total vehicle supply capacity 10. The number of build supplies currently loading and their proportion of the total vehicle supply capacity (only on logis) Damage to Vehicle Components: As the vehicle takes fire, the overall health will be lowered as well as the health of specific vehicle components as monitored by the driver. -Engine: damage will reduce overall acceleration, and upon critical damage the vehicle will be immobilized, can be repaired to 100% health (scout/unarmored) or 80% health (apc/ifv/mbt) by a repair toolkit. -Tracks/Wheels: Damage to wheels will reduce the overall top speed depending on how many wheels have been destroyed, while tracked vehicles will become tracked when one of the tracks is destroyed, can be repaired to 100% health by a repair toolkit 24 -Turret: Damage to the turret will reduce the overall rotational speed until critical damage, whereupon the turret will be immobilized and the glass will be fractured, can be repaired to 50% health by a repair toolkit -Ammo: Damage to the ammo carrier of MBTs or IFVs can start a fire and cook off, destroying the vehicle upon critical damage. Cannot be repaired by a repair toolkit. -”Hull”: Damage to the overall health of vehicles will not affect the driving operating characteristics, however heavily damaged vehicles will produce smoke which can occlude operator views. Critical damage will destroy the vehicle, can be repaired up to 25% with a repair toolkit. Repairing with Toolkits: Repairing with toolkits is key to increasing the longevity of your vehicles, and can mean the difference between losing and winning vehicle battles. A crewman must be outside and therefore vulnerable when repairing, so the crew should wait until the vehicle has repositioned into cover, or if the vehicle is immobilized, that all of the enemies have been killed. This is exceedingly difficult without friendly infantry support, as many enemy infantry will wait in concealment to kill dismounted crewmen. When it is safe to do so (you are confident there are zero enemies with sight lines on you), have someone other than the gunner repair so the vehicle can return fire immediately if necessary. If you have 3 crewmen, have both driver and commander repair to speed up repairs. The repairing crewmen should place the vehicle between themself and their last contact, so the vehicle can take the brunt of any subsequent fire. If one of your crewmen dies while repairing, do not get out to heal them, they can give up and respawn at the nearest HAB to run back. If everyone within the vehicle dies repairing/healing, the vehicle is both defenseless and abandoned, meaning the respawn timer won't start until it is killed. 25 Repairing at Vehicle Repair Stations: Vehicles can repair all components to full and get more ammunition by being in proximity (less than 10m) to a vehicle repair station, designated by their crossed hammer and wrench map icon and distinctive generator noise. Vehicle repair stations can be found at Main Bases, as well as built at FOBs. Repairing a vehicle at FOBs allows for much less down-time between trips however is very expensive for both build and ammo points. This strategy is most effective when the SLs are highly coordinated. When the vehicle requires repair or ammo and is in proximity to a repair station, the component health will visibly increase along with a repairing icon. Additionally, the gunner can watch their magazines slowly refill. The Vehicle Display: This display can be seen by the driver (seat 1) inside the vehicle (above): Each number corresponds with a function (below): 1- The speedometer in Kilometers Per Hour (white arm), engine revs (red bar that fills up the speedometer), and corresponding vehicle gear 26 2. The handbrake indicator, which turns red when held 3. The angle of roll of the vehicle 4. The engine indicator, with health displayed by the icon color (white=full health red=critical damage) and circle rendering, currently toggled off (line thru engine icon) and can be toggled on (no line) 5.The tracks (or wheels on wheeled vics), with health displayed by icon color and cricle rendering 6. The compass, showing the current bearing the driver is looking at the center relative to the cardinal directions and degree counters on the lower line. 7. The overall health (sometimes called “hull”) corresponding with the icon color and line length 8. The angle of pitch of the vehicle 9. The turret, with health displayed by icon color and circle rendering 10. The ammunition, with health displayed by icon color and circle rendering Crewmember Role: Driving The driver is one of 3 critical roles to effectively crewing a vehicle in Squad The driver’s importance is immediately obvious, but a good driver knows more than just to follow his commander’s directions, a good driver can most quickly respond to threats if necessary and is responsible for ensuring the vehicle maintains the most tactically advantageous position throughout combat. Orienting Armor: When engaging enemies, the thickets front armor should always be pointed towards the enemies. When peeking around cover, the armor should be pointed so that the vehicle can quickly maneuver around the corner 27 Choosing Paths: When driving, keep your eyes down the road and drive safely but quickly to ensure you reach your destinations quickly without crashing/flipping and wasting time. Heavier vehicles offer less visibility, so drive at the fastest speed you can comfortably maneuver the vehicle. When offroading, it is important to know your vehicle’s width and handling to identify a path through trees, bushes, or rocks that will not stop the vehicle. Sometimes vehicles need to move slow, so the driver will have to press the “w” key intermittently to keep the vehicle moving forward while the gunner and commander can spot targets. Cresting Hills: When using hills or crests as firing positions, ensure you know the approximate throw of your gunner’s turret so you don’t stop the vehicle at an angle where the gunner cannot see or engage enemies. When cresting the gunner and driver should be consistently communicating so the gunner can tell the driver when to stop cresting to maximize view while minimizing exposure. As the driver you have the final say on what terrain you will or won’t go through, and that includes tactical positioning over micro-terrain, such as small mounds, trees, rocks, and small structures Using the Handbrake: The driver should hold “space” to use the vehicle handbrake when driving, as it allows them to take turns faster and stop more quickly when combined with the “s” key. RPMs and Gears: On the vehicle display at the bottom of the driver’s screen, the current gear can be seen (R,N.1.2.3.4.5). On heavier vehicles, to change gears from neutral the corresponding keys must be held for longer, and only then will the vehicle shift into R,N,or 1. This will also lead to a jump in velocity, possibly destabilizing the gunner’s position. It is important the driver and commander communicate to be intentional about movement. 28 Situational Awareness: The driver may navigate themselves or have the commander do so for them, however they should always be checking for enemy vehicle, infantry, and mine marks on the map and adjusting the vehicles route as necessary. When the vehicle is engaging and the driver is holding, they should be checking the map as well as in front of them for targets. One thing the driver can do is check gunner/commander marked units (using the “observe” function) for friendly map markers, or a lack thereof, a process known as “identification friend-or-foe” Call-Outs: As the driver looking down roads most likely to contain vehicles, you must be clear about vehicle contacts. When you see enemies, communicate to your crewmember in this format: target type (infantry, light/heavy armor) and count, bearing (compass #), approximate distance or reference point (using visual landmarks), and place an observe using the “observe” function as SL or FTL for range and reference. Crewmember Role: Gunning The gunner is one of 3 critical roles to effectively crewing a vehicle in Squad, whose importance is immediately obvious, similar to the driver. The gunner’s ability to hit a target when the commander and driver have manipulated the situation to be tactically advantageous is critical. The gunner should be familiar with the reticle(s) of the weapon they are using and able to engage targets at a variety of ranging, including stabilization (“z” key) and zoom (“q” key) Ranging: The gunner should ask for ranging for targets from the commander (or mark themself if there is no commander). The “observe” function used by SL (holding T and mousing over the eye icon) provides an approximate  ith which the gunner can use to engage. range w 29 Identifying Targets (“Knowing Where to Look”): The gunner should be looking in a tactically advantageous direction, based on all the currently available intel. Vehicle engines and firing, map marks, and friendlies under fire are all indications of threat areas that should be paid attention to. Structures, compounds, and hilltops are all possible hiding locations for enemy infantry, while the driver and commander should be checking for vehicle contacts on or near roads and larger cover/concealment. A coordinated commander will have planned out where the gunner should be checking before the vehicle enters anywhere near the combat zone. Orienting Gun: When someone other than the gunner calls out targets, they will call out the target and a bearing (with a possible reference mark such as “at the treeline”), the gunner must be familiar with the compass/bearing system and be able to rotate the gun quickly to the desired location. When orienting more than 40 degrees, you can use the “a” and “d” keys to smoothly rotate instead of moving your mouse repeatedly. On IFVs and MBTs, the gunner can be “designated” by the commander, looking where the commander is when the designate key is hit by the commander. The commander should only designate for armored targets (because constant designation reduces gunner situational awareness), and the gunner should prepare to fire on enemy armor when being designated Loading and Firing: The gunner should be selecting the appropriate ammunition for the contact, as well as managing the rate-of-fire of their gun. For weapon usage reference, check the “Weapon Systems in the Combat Environment” chapter. For dealing maximum damage, the gunner should target (and vehicle should maneuver for) armor that is on the top, sides, or rear of vehicles. 30 Especially when out-gunned, the location of hits can decide the results of a firefight. The gunner should have patience to acquire targets and properly range when firing, in addition to waiting for a vehicle to fully stop if necessary. If the spotted targets have not engaged yet, waiting to extra 2 seconds can put the first shot right on target and get a kill or surprise attack right as damage is being dealt. Call-Outs: As the gunner looking in the areas most likely to contain enemies, you are most likely to see enemies. When you see enemies, communicate to your crewmember in this format: target type (infantry, light/heavy armor) and count, bearing (compass #), approximate distance or reference point (using visual landmarks). Place an observe using the “observe” function as SL or FTL for range and reference. If you are FTL and the commander is SL, the SL can place their observe marker over yours for ranging. Crewmember Role: Commander Unlike the driver and gunner, the commander’s role may not be immediately obvious, but all effective vehicle crews require someone commanding and coordinating the vehicle while making tactical decisions. The commander is in charge of ordering the driver where to position the vehicle, the gunner where to look and determining rule-of-engagement (ROE). With a well trained driver and gunner who can automatically respond to some common tactical situations, the command can be free to make more higher order tactical decisions and coordinate with other squads. Commander as a SL: The Commander should be the Squad Leader, and should designate their gunner and driver as Fireteam Leads (FTLs) so they can place 31 observe and move marks on the map. This allows all units to quickly and easily mark and communicate enemies, points of interest, and distances. This also allows them to give orders while simultaneously communicating and gaining information from other SLs via the command chat. Using the 3rd Seat: For IFVs and MBTs, the commander is a third player who has a separate turret that can rotate independently and scan for targets.With this view, they can look on the vehicles flanks and rear for targets, as well as using the “designate” function of applicable vehicles to move the gunner towards spotted vehicles. Using the 2nd Seat: For APCs and Scout Vics, the commander will have to be the gunner, meaning they take on two combat roles, limiting their situational awareness and response time (not to say they are not effective, but they do not reap the benefit of the secondary turret and 3rd brain). Despite this, they must still fulfill all the roles listed here, other than the ones involving coordinating with gunner (obviously) Ranging and IFF: As the gunner calls out targets or marks them with the FTL “observe” function, they should be replaced with the commander’s observe markers at the same (or updated, depending on intel) location for ranging. Sometimes the gunner may ask for “identification friendly or foe” (IFF) and you must reference their callout with the map screen to determine if there are friendly markers where they are aiming. Identifying and Calling out Targets: The commander should be looking in a tactically advantageous direction, based on all the currently available intel. The commander should be looking in a separate direction from the gunner when scanning for targets, and should be calling out secondary or tertiary targets (using 32 observes and the “call out” framework in the driver and gunner chapters) when multiple targets are present from one direction. Communicating and Synthesizing Information, Decision Making: As SL, you will receive information from other SLs, the map screen, and your crew members which must inform your tactical decisions that you then communicate back to your crewmembers. For example: you are in a scout vehicle and hear from another SL that the enemy MBT is marked nearby, and your gunner instructs the driver to hold so they can fire at enemy infantry. You, knowing how vulnerable scout vehicles are to heavy armor, instruct your gunner not to fire and the driver to continue so as not to draw attention. When making orders, be clear and concise. Address your crewmen by position (“driver, gunner”) and make orders in terms of squad mechanics so you can be specific: “Driver, move 10 meters front”, “Driver, hold”, “Gunner, orient to my observe, hold that angle. Driver move slow down the road and hold at my new move mark”, “Gunner, let me know when you can see over the hill, when you can, Driver hold and I will start scanning our flanks” As the commander, you must always be issuing orders and making decisions about vehicle placement, cover, weather or not to engage, and when to return to a vehicle supply station. Many of the commander’s responsibilities fall into the situational doctrine covered in later chapters, where they will be fleshed out. As you receive new information, place observe markers where you predict enemies might be and move markers where you want to position the vehicle or to provide navigation. 33 Planning: During downtime, the commander should be communicating with other squads regarding requests for vehicle support and enemy locations. Additionally, the commander should be planning ahead, thinking about future positions, possible routes to positions, and areas to engage/avoid. When decisions have been made, the commander should communicate these to the crewmembers, so when it is time to start moving everyone knows what they need to do. After-Action-Reports: As a commander, it is your job to ensure the vehicle crew is as efficient and combat effective as possible, but that doesn't mean fuck-ups arent going to happen. They are, and you are going to die. A lot. That’s okay, the best thing you can do is take a step back with hindsight and try to figure out what went wrong, and how to prevent it next time. Was it a mis-reading of the risks associated with your decision? Was it a communication error? How can you change your decision-making or communication to prevent future problems? Tactical Importance of Terrain Terrain is one massive factor in deciding the tactically-relevant factors around a combat situation. Terrain affects maneuverability, sight-lines, cover, concealment, camouflage, and target proximity. The general types of terrain in Squad will discussed regarding their tactical implications. Roads: Roads are the flattest, smoothest terrain that provide the most amount of maneuverability, however at the cost of little to zero concealment or cover. As such vehicles often need to position carefully around hills and near obstacles for cover when engaging on roads. Roads are best for vehicles that struggle with off roading. Roads can be asphalt or dirt, and on some maps may have debris through urban areas. Enemy positioning on roads can be inferenced as roads are displayed in grey on the map 34 (left) image showing long sightline along open road with concealment to the left and right) (right) image showing road with long sightlines and obstacles, reducing maneuverability) Bridges: A specific type of road, bridges are normally both exposed and limit maneuverability to the side, proving to be dangerous. Vehicles should slow and check for targets before crossing bridges in possible combat areas, and should cross quickly and fully. Vehicles should never sit on bridges, if you are peeking an angle you can pull partially into a bridge, but only when pulling back will put you directly into cover. Riverbeds: Riverbeds are similar to roads in their flat nature and relatively high maneuverability, often with trees and rocks as obstacles and possible cover or concealment. The depressed nature of riverbeds being below ground level can limit the sightlines beyond up and down the river, however this also provides cover and concealment when moving along the riverbed in relative security. 35 (above) a flat, obstacle-free river on Kohat with a long sightline along the length of the river and concealment to the left+right Tundra and Thick Wooded Forest: Tundra terrain is very hilly, with large patches of thick trees that reduce sightlines, maneuverability, and provide concealment for both vehicles and enemies alike, making target identification extremely difficult, especially when fighting enemies with effective camouflage. Vehicles should not stray too far behind enemy lines when on tundra maps, as it is easy to be engaged by night-invisible unmarked infantry. Vehicles are best suited on or near roads, and friendly infantry while engaging pre-marked/designated targets and enemy vehicles on roads. 36 (above) a small rail compounded surrounded by 270 degrees of thick, foggy, forest with trees and small dips/crests for concealing enemy infantry. Very dangerous for vehicles without accurate enemy location intel or infantry support Forested Mountain: Forested Mountains provide very long sightlines due to their elevated positions, along with relatively effective concealment from trees, and some cover in dips/crests and around rocks. Forested mountains can be used to great effect by cleverly placed vehicles that can effectively maneuver to multiple firing positions. The trees on these mountains are spaced apart much further, and provide far less infantry concealment. Vehicles climbing the side of mountains may, however, be extremely exposed to enemies on their side of the mountain and may not be able to return fire depending on the vehicle angle and turret throw. Ensuring you stay near roads and place yourself so that “down” (faster than up) will put you in cover if you take fire, and some vehicles can use those long sightlines to great effect. (above) Two forested mountains, showing the relative concealment and long sight-lines found in this terrain. 37 Scrubland/Patchy Forest: Patchy forest is forest on flat, open ground that can breaks sightlines and provides excellent concealment, though poor cover. Patchy forest is broken up by large flat fields, and often features large grass or bushes, concealing armor and infantry alike. When a vehicle has determined that an area of forest is clear of enemies, they may sit immersed in it in very effective concealment while looking across the long sight-line to other forested areas. Often this terrain will feature some hills and dips which can be used for cover, or to maneuver around enemy armor to strike from the side. (above) Patch forest with tall grass, offering great maneuverability and sight-lines. Desert Hills/Sand Dunes: Sand Dunes are the playground of long-range tracked vehicles with ATGMs. Sand Dunes feature extremely long sightlines when crested on a large hill with virtually zero obstacles, and zero concealment. The only cover available is the ground cover and any map-generated structures. Any engagement on this terrain should be done at as long-range as possible, as there are almost always 360 degrees of exposure when you 38 have a long sight-line, meaning you want to spot enemies before they spot you. (above) a tank spotted at a distance due to the insufficient cover provided in this terrain. Arid Farmland Aird Farmland is a terrain unique for its long-sightlines, decent cover and concealment, and mediocre maneuverability. Arid farmland features large fields and green areas that are separated by difficult-to-pass walls, making them good candidates for gaining temporary sightlines in concealment, however a poor alternative to roads as you are likely to get stuck on a wall. The farmland is broken up by irrigated trenches, trees, and small structures that provide decent cover and concealment. Similar to the scrubland/patch forest, this can be sat in with relative camouflage while maintaining a very effective sightline, just be aware of your repositioning route so you don't get stuck on obstacles while taking fire. 39 (above) Arid farmland featuring long sightlines through fields, low walls as obstacles (that don't impede sightlines) and small structures/ground cover. Fields A terrain type found as part of some other terrains and in some cases by itself, fields are often flat and open, with poor cover and concealment (unless positioned relative to a forest), but long sight-lines and effective maneuverability for quick vehicles to reach cover before taking heavy damage. Some fields have tall grass that can conceal enemy infantry who can get close enough to fire LAT, HAT, or placed explosives. Vehicles in fields should take care to watch treelines, where enemy infantry may sit and watch. 40 (above) A vehicle positioned in both a field and an elevated position, providing excellent long-range sightlines, and relative access to cover back over the crest Small Compounds: Small compounds are the first of 3 types of manmade structures in squads. Small compounds are compounds with approx 1-5 structures that can be simultaneously watched by a commander and gunner. It is difficult for enemy infantry to hide from sharp-eyed crewmembers in compounds of this size, especially with the speed at which vehicles can travel in circles around them. These compounds are small enough and have few enough hiding spaces for enemy infantry that they can be safely engaged by a vehicle without friendly infantry support. While they provide excellent concealment and cover against Large Caliber fire, the IFV cannons are capable of penetrating and dealing damage through thin walls. (above) A small compound with approx. 2 structures, the doors and windows of which can be shot through with HE to kill any infantry inside. 
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